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For Immediate Release - BestCode Introduces the:
Model 88S Extreme System
SS316 Grade Stainless Steel Enclosure
For Extreme Wet and High Dust Protection
Print real-time “Best By,” “Lot Code,” “Sell by,” “Expiration Codes” and other
identifying marks and codes to any substrate in the most extreme wet and high dust
environments.
The Model 88S Extreme is enclosed in a 316 Grade Stainless Steel corrosion resistant
enclosure. System can be ordered with optional positive air system for enclosure and
printhead enabling the system to operate in the most extreme wet or high dust
applications found in food and beverage manufacturing as well as industrial
applications.
System prints high speed—1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 lines of text, barcodes or graphics. A
complete range of dye and soft pigmented inks available in a variety of colors for a
wide range of applications. Typical applications mark and code one, two or three
shifts per day or 24/7 operations, five to seven days per week, averaging 4,000 –
8,760 hour annual operation. Utilize integrated RS232 and programmable inputs\outputs
for remote control and communications.
PRINT CAPABILITIES
LINES OF PRINT—
1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 lines of text, graphics and barcodes.
IMAGE HEIGHT—
from .06" (1.5 mm) to .75" (19 mm).
NON-CONTACT PRINTING— ink throw distances from .5" (12 mm) up to 2" (50 mm).
PRINT SPEEDS—
up to 1500 feet/ minutes (470 meters/minute) for single line
of print, up to 345 feet/minutes (108 meters/minute) for two lines of print, up to
173 feet/minutes (54 meters/ minute) for three lines of print, up to 119 feet/minutes
(36 meters/minute) for four lines of print and up to 114 feet/minutes (35
meters/minute) for five lines of print.
Systems are simplified to allow anyone to operate, minimizing operator touches,
extending time between human interaction.
• CleanStart™—automatically cleans printhead eliminating daily and weekly cleanings.
• 10.4" Color Touch Screen—always on, vivid display with large intuitive buttons and
status indicators.
• OneTouch™—single step operator functions reduce operator steps.
• Large Volume Ink Tanks—extend time between fluid additions to weeks or months.
• On-the-Fly External Ink Filling—accomplished in less than a minute with no waste.
• AutoOff™ Go Home Button—automate and eliminate time consuming end of day manual
routines.

Designed for the world market the Model 88S Extreme System features more than 20
operation and print languages including all Latin based languages, Chinese, Arabic,
Cyrillic, Korean, Thai, Vietnamese, Greek, etc. Systems utilize the Unicode
character set with capabilities to print over 65,000 different characters and
symbols. BestCode products are backed by CodeProtect™, the industry’s best coding
system coverage.
Learn more at:

https://www.bestcode.co/model-88s-extreme

About BestCode
BestCode Products are designed and manufactured in the USA, Fort Worth, Texas. For 25
years, the BestCode group continues to produce industry-changing, forward-thinking
innovative industrial printing designs. Product designs are focused on ease of use,
trouble-free operation, long-term reliability, and affordable cost of ownership with
an emphasis on global market requirements.
BestCode products are sold and serviced through a worldwide network of factoryauthorized, trained and certified distributor partners. BestCode products are
marketed and supported in over 80 world markets.
For more information, visit www.bestcode.co (not .com).
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